Abstract. Sensornets are being deployed and increasingly brought on-line to share data as it is collected. Sensornet republishing is the process of transforming on-line sensor data and sharing the filtered, aggregated, or improved data with others. We explore the need for data provenance in this system to allow users to understand how processed results are derived and detect and correct anomalies. We describe our sensornet provenance system, exploring design alternatives and quantifying storage trade-offs in the context of a city-sized temperature monitoring application. In that application, our link approach outperforms other alternatives on saving storage requirement and our incremental compression scheme save the storage further up to 83%.
Introduction
Sensor networks have been proposed and deployed for study of scientific phenomena with levels of detail that was previously impossible [23, 12, 25, 10] . Research groups are using sensornets to study microclimates, animal habitats, or geology. To date, these deployments are undertaken by different research groups each to accomplish a specific objective. While many make their data available, reuse of data remains rare, and collaboration across multiple sensornets rarer still.
As sensornets become easier and more widely deployed, sharing data across sensors becomes increasingly important [20] . Several groups have recently begun exploring the role of the Internet in sharing sensor data [20, 21, 17] , both to interconnect isolated sensornet patches, and to lower the barrier to sharing sensor data. In the limit, we see a world of slogging (sensor logging), where thousands of individual sensors each connect to the Internet to share data, analogous to how blogs share discourse. For example, WeatherUnderground.com allows "citizen scientists" to publish local weather conditions [13] , while Sensorbase [7] and SensorWeb [21] provide frameworks for sharing sensor data, and for visualizing sensors and aggregates.
While individual sensors are sometimes of interest, the data becomes much more compelling when it is aggregated and processed. More than just visualizing individual sensors, we see a rich world where sensor values can be checked against each other, filtered, corrected, combined and divided, and indexed, not just by the sensor owners but potentially by anyone with access to the data.
Republishing is this process of transforming sensor data, and it can involve multiple steps and different users. As sensor sharing grows and republishing becomes more complex, tracking data back to its source is increasingly important. Understanding data flow is important to track the evolution of data, to discover duplicate or supplementary data sources, to give credit and confidence to data sources for indexing, to interpret data properly and reproduce results, to uncover the causes of anomalies, and to troubleshoot and improve the transformation process.
Tracking data transformation is well established in scientific workflow and databases; in this paper, we propose data provenance for sensornet republishing which allows users to locate where the sensor data come from and to further identify how they are processed. We propose a novel, tuple-level linking scheme that tracks sensornet data as it is processed and republished (Section 3). To support fine-grain, tuple-level tracking, we compare several compression schemes in Section 4, showing that our incremental compression scheme saves the storage up to 83%. We also describe how our approach can support user-centric access control. We have implemented our approach and are evaluating it in the context of weather monitoring in West Los Angeles (Section 5).
Related Work
Sensornet/Internet Interaction: Several research efforts are exploring how sensornets and the Internet can interact [11, 18, 26, 3, 20] . We previously proposed an architecture to support sensornet sharing over the Internet [20] ; this prior work is distinguished by the concept of slogging, the loose collaboration of many individually managed sensors; and by republishing, the idea that data will be processed and reprocessed in the Internet by different parties. In this paper we extend this prior work to explore how data provenance functions in the context of republishing.
Scientific Workflow: Data provenance is important in the field of scientific workflow. Close to our work is Kepler [1], supporting access and analysis of distributed, heterogeneous scientific data [14] . Many techniques have been proposed to support data provenance in scientific workflow, although details vary depending on the scientific domains [22] .
Data provenance in sensornets differs from scientific workflow in several ways. First, data is often static in scientific workflow, or treated as static snapshots. Sensornets and our republishing instead focus on live data feeds and streaming processing; so our system for provenance must explicitly record the status of the changing stream. Second, ownership and access are often handled out-of-band in scientific workflow. We instead assume many users and so must integrate easy-to-use disclosure management with our provenance system. Similarly, scientific workflow can often make assumptions about storage of data in a local or shared file system; we instead assume data is located anywhere on the Internet with a web services-like protocol. Lastly, computations in scientific workflow are often quite heavyweight, often involving large supercomputers and taking hours or even weeks per job. We see sensornet republishing as usually very lightweight, so the cost of providing data provenance must scale accordingly.
Databases:
Several researchers have considered provenance in the context of relational databases [9, 5, 6 ]. While we draw inspiration from their prior work, sensornets place several additional requirements on provenance. First, research efforts in databases mainly focus on capturing SQL-based transformations [24] ; we instead wish to support transformations in republishing that include arbitrary, external programs not strictly described by SQL. We therefore capture the version of source code (or executable program) used in the transformation as part of our provenance scheme (Section 3.3). Second, database work in the area typically concentrates on provenance for a single database with centralized administrative control, while we assume a distributed environment with many data providers. In addition, the need to support distributed republishing motivates our plans for data disclosure management (Section 3.4). Lastly, databases support addition, deletion and update of information, but data provenance can be computed only for the current state of tables. Sensornets, on the other hand, rarely delete or update collected data, but constantly add new sensor data from live sensors and corresponding republishers. Assuming that data are inserted only, our provenance system can reconstruct old snapshots of the data by maintaining an explicit timestamp on provenance information. Therefore, we can trace the provenance of old results (Section 3.2).
Provenance Model: Recently community of data provenance researchers has begun to standardize provenance models. The Open Provenance Model (OPM) is proposed for provenance information to be interoperable via a compatibility layer [16] . It represents a provenance information with three entities and five types of dependencies among them. Our provenance approach records two basic provenance relationships; the derivation between republished data to source data and transformation of republished data (Section 3.2). These are a subset of OPM relationships, so our model can easily be converted to OPM if desired.
Our work goes beyond OPM, though, by considering the access control and disclosure of data and provenance information. We support user authorization for data sources and transformations through provenance tracking (Section 3.4). Separate steps of provenance chain can therefore have different privacy and permissions controls, and the global view of a provenance chain may vary according to the user's permissions in different data repositories.
Currently we provide basic provenance queries to locate sources of data and transformations applied to the data. These are relatively primitive compared to ones used in the Provenance Challenges [15] . We are planning to provide more sophisticated provenance queries through a sensornet search engine.
Data Provenance in Sensornet Republishing
We describe the definition and goals of data provenance in sensornets and how we can achieve those goals.
Our work builds on our model of sensornet sharing [20] . We assume many users independently maintain sensors, each attached to the Internet (perhaps indirectly over a wireless edge network). Analogous to blog hosting sites, these sensors slog, publishing data to one of many centralized sensor stores.
Users can also schedule computation to run on other Internet-attached computers; these republishers read data from a sensor store, compute some result (such as aggregation, statistics, interpretation, etc.), and then publish the data back to some other sensor store. As a special case of republishers, sensor search engines index data. We show the publishing and republishing examples in Section 5.1.
Definition and Goals of Sensornet Provenance
Data provenance is well established in many scientific domains; however the definition of provenance varies depending on the scientific domain [22] . In sensornet republishing, we define data provenance as information of the source and the transformation applied to the source. We explore our approaches to data provenance below (Section 3.2). The core of our sensornet provenance is a linkage between republished data and its source. In this paper we use this link to locate the sensor data stored in our sensor stores, but in principle it can also track any resource provided as a web service (Section 4.1).
The ultimate goal of sensornet republishing is to allow users to process and share transformed data. Data provenance should allow any end-user to follow back to the original source data, observing each step of processing. As in scientific workflow, provenance is useful for validation, both to assist in debugging a republisher and to confirm faulty source data.
Sensornet republishing and slogging also need to be able to assign "credit" for data generation and processing [8] ; we expect provenance to help with this process. Collaborative processing systems from SETI@home [4] to Wikipedia and blogging all benefit because data generators can observe who uses their data; we are seeking to recreate this ecosystem for sensor data [20] .
More than just encouragement, we seek to reproduce a link structure in sensornet data that mirrors the link structure in the web, with the intent that we can harvest this link structure to identify high quality sensor data, much as PageRank exploits links in the web [19] .
Finally, data provenance provides attribution information that is useful in slogging to inform data disclosure. We expand on access control in Section 3.4.
Approaches to Provenance for Sensornet Republishing
We describe our approaches for sensornet provenance: what and how to record for provenance (annotation vs. inversion; content vs. link), provenance granularity (tuplevs. table-level), and timestamping to handle changing streams of data.
Representation There are two approaches to represent data provenance: annotation and inversion [22] . Annotation keeps the provenance information explicitly as metadata; on the other hand, inversion keeps the property of inverted transformation to find the source of derived data. The inversion is attractive if processing can be inverted to find the source of republished data, because it needs to keep only a single inversion function for the provenance. However our processing for sensor-data is arbitrary and cannot, in general, be inverted. We therefore choose annotation for sensornet provenance.
Given annotations, the annotation can either consist of a copy of source data, or a link to it and the transformation function. For small data items, copying source data to the republisher may be efficient. However, in some cases source data may be large, particularly for images, video, or audio. Thus a link to the source data is a good choice, because it is independent to the size of source data. In addition, over several steps, copying will accumulate many layers of data while linking is fixed in cost.
An additional advantages of linking is that a user following the provenance can discover not only the source data, but subsequent data generated later by the same source. It is also easy to trace back through multiple levels of republishings. This advantage is of particularly importance in streaming sensornet data where there is often new data, and where we wish to encourage repeated republishing.
Granularity How much detail of data provenance should be provided for sensor republishing? Coarse-grained provenance keeps one record per transformation or republishing. It is useful to figure out the overview of the processing, but is not enough for tracking data tuples. Instead we provide fine-grained provenance -each tuple has its provenance -which can pin down the source data used for each republished data. However, a problem of fine-grained provenance is storage. The storage of fine-grained provenance increases according to the number of data while that of coarse-grained provenance does not. We provide fine-grained provenance while its provenance storage is managed to be small with our compression scheme. The details of compression scheme is described in Section 4.2.
Consistency Sensornet data is often streaming, with new data arriving periodically. To truly reproduce a data transformation, data provenance must not only connect to a particular sensor, but also to a particular period of source data at that sensor.
Transformations are often expressed via user computations that are relative (for example, return the most recent five sensor readings). Provenance using this exact information would track a changing result as "most recent" changes when the sensor generates new data.
To manage changing data streams with potentially relative user queries, we embedded a timestamp with each data provenance record. This timestamp ties a query to a specific set of data at the source sensor store, regardless of when the link is later followed. Moreover, this timestamp approach supports data deletion. We soft-delete tuples by recording time of detection, allowing resolution of post-deletion references. The more details about the link are described in Section 4.1.
Tracking the Transformation
As we described in previous section, sensornet provenance allows users of the republished data to locate the source data for a transformation. Input data alone, however, does not fully define provenance. Data in our system is modified arbitrarily by some republisher-an arbitrary program running on some computer in the Internet.
To capture the republisher, we store transformation resource which includes a general description of republishing, source codes, and executable programs. We define transformation identifier to locate these transformation resources on the Internet (Section 4.1).
Our approach to tracking transformations has following benefits. First, it provides details transformations on every republished data. We store a simple identifier on every republished data as we do with the source data location; the specific transformation resource can be located by looking the identifier. Second, it is easy to distinguish data that are processed by different transformations. Because each transformation uses a unique identifier, the republished data can be grouped or selected according to transformations without looking the actual transformation resources.
Data Disclosure for Provenance
Our security model for sensor data allows the data generator to control data access. Data may be made publicly available, or access may be granted to individuals on a case-by-case basis [7] . This security model interacts with link-based data provenance because links may refer to data that a link-follower may not be able to access. To ease data disclosure, we integrate support for adjusting data disclosure into our data provenance system. When a user resolving a provenance encounters an access limitation, we generate a "letter of reference" about that user to pass to the data owner. This letter includes context about that user's activities, collaboration with other projects, other sharing activities, and how the user encountered the provider's data. He or she may then annotate or edit this information before sending it to the data owner who is responsible for controlling direct access to the source data. Our hope is that this information provides context to inform the owner of the data source, while the mechanism allows the requester to control what information they disclose.
Implementation
We have a prototype implementation of data provenance for sensornets. We use sensorbase.org [7] as our sensor store, and extend it to provide predecessor links. When a user creates a new table, we automatically create an additional column to store data provenance. We also have extended the sensorbase user interface to display data provenance; clicking on a predecessor link takes the user to the source data. APIs exist to extract this information and the transformation program. We use the existing sensorbase privacy model, and are in the process of automating support for data disclosure (Section 3.4).
We provide a PHP-based library that encapsulates this functionality and makes it easy for users to write republishers. We expect to provide bindings in other languages as well.
Predecessor Link
Our approach to data provenance in sensorbase provides exactly the information needed to track from derived data to its source data, potentially in another sensor store. As described in Section 3.1, we need the location of the source repository and table at that repository, the search used to retrieve the data from that table, and a timestamp to fix any temporarily relative portions of the query. This indicates the service name to get the data. Currently we have a "getData" service to retrieve the data.
<arg 1>...<arg n>
These are arguments for the service. the "getData" service takes five arguments which are "attributes", "tables","condition", "from" and "delta". We encode this information into a URI-compatible link, the predecessor link, and use Web Services to access sensorbase [2] . The template of predecessor link is shown in Table 1 . In a link, we directly encode the SQL-based search query, and any search parameters as arguments. We add a UTC-based timestamp corresponding to the query time, allowing us to replay a relative query later while producing the same result (Section 3.2). We add the user's ID and password at link resolution time, allowing the data provider to control access by requiring each user to authenticate separately (Section 3.4). Finally, in addition to the information locating the source data, we identify the transformation program (Section 3.3).
A sample predecessor link is: sb://sensorbase.org/soap/sensorbase2.wsdl? s=getData&a1="datetime,temperature"&a2=p 97 temperature&a3='sensor id="sum-in"'&a4=0&a5=1&t="2008-02-24 12:00:00"&x="http://www.isi.e du/ilense/siss/tempread.html" which locates temperature data used in a republishing. In this link, the user retrieves the datetime and temperature fields from the "sum-in" sensor. To deference this link, a user's system will retrieve the WSDL file (http://sensorbase.org/soap/sensorbase2.wsdl), and invoke the getData service with the five arguments (a1 through a5). The link also indicates when it was created and which program used the source data.
It is worth to note that transformation identifier is a URL which can represent the location of program, source code, or webpage describing the transformation. It is completely possible that identifier points off-site resource located shown in above sample link. However, we provide a on-site resource management for accessing the transformation resources on the sensorbase more efficiently. For example, an on-site identifier such as http://sum.isi.edu/sb/transformation view.php?project=97&transfo rmation=tempread&version=0.4 indicates a program called tempread and its version is 0.4 which is used in project no 97. The web interface shows not only the specific program used in the transformation but also other versions of that.
Incremental Compression
While self contained and easy to manage with existing tools, the links we described above are quite verbose and redundant. If used directly, link size would quickly overwhelm small sensor data and dominate storage consumption. We therefore employ periodic incremental link compression to provide simple link definition with reasonable storage cost. We quantify storage costs in Section 5.3 and consider compression approaches here.
Our goal in link compression is to take advantage of redundancy in repeated links. Often only a few parameters will vary, perhaps just query time. We considered at several alternatives: per-link compression, complete compression and periodic incremental compression. We chose periodic incremental compression to balance read and write cost.
A naive approach would be the per-link compression, where each link is passed through a conventional compression algorithm independently. While very simple to manage, this approach does not take advantage of the redundancy across links since that requires a compression dictionary that spans multiple links.
The complete compression, to exploit the redundancy across links, we maintain the compression dictionary over many links. An easy way of maintaining the pattern history is keeping it as an external file, although current dictionaries are optimized for run-time and not storage efficiency, so overall this approach consumes considerable fixed storage. Alternatively, we can rebuild the dictionary on-the-fly when it is needed. This approach requires additional run-time each link update, but it requires neither an additional storage nor maintenance of explicit history. The disadvantage with complete compression are the dictionary run-time cost is proportional to the number of saved data items, and loss of any item will invalidate the dictionary, requiring recomputation to rebuild all subsequent compressed links.
The system we adopt is periodic incremental compression-we avoid complete history by periodically checkpointing and restarting compression. This approach is robust to tuple loss and limits the computational cost of updates. We implemented periodic incremental compression with the widely-used LZW compression algorithm. Although subsequent compression algorithms (such as those in gzip and bzip2) improve performance somewhat, LZW provided good tradeoff between compression and ease of implementation. We evaluate our periodic incremental compression compared to other alternatives in Section 5.3
Evaluation
We next consider several ways to evaluate our provenance system. Ultimately, we would like to show that sensornet provenance is useful to users. Such demonstration requires an extended period of use; at this point we can only summarize our use of it in one application with three stages of republishing (Section 5.1). We then focus on two design questions: first we compare the storage costs of different provenance approaches (Section 5.2), then we look at tradeoffs in our compression algorithms (Section 5.3). 
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We explore sensornet provenance in the context of one application: collecting temperature data from a city-wide region. This application has several steps ( Figure 1 ): first, we collect temperature from low-cost, off-the-shelf wireless sensors via computer-attached web cameras and publish both the image and the interpreted digits of temperature to a sensor store. Two different republishers can then examine this data and recover from common image interpretation errors, passing along either just the temperature digits (digit repair), or the digits and image (repair with image). Finally, we collect temperatures from a city neighborhood and interpolate a uniform grid of temperature with TempMap. We have been running this application with different numbers of sensors since March 2007, and currently have ten operational sensors.
Full evaluation of the benefits of provenance will require long-term experience with this application. However our initial experience is promising; we have found provenance important for helping evaluate and debug problems with both forms of digit repair. We also have occasional problems with sensors going off-line; drilling down to the raw data is essential to debug these problems. Finally, we expect it to be useful when peering through the TempMap data. If an abnormality is found on the map, provenance helps follow through to the sensor that is mis-reporting.
Provenance Design for Sensornet Republishing
In Section 3.2 we discussed alternative implementations of provenance, choosing annotation with incrementally compressed links. Here we compare our choice against two alternatives: copying the source data and using uncompressed links, and without preserving provenance. Our goal is to understand how these alternatives affect storage overhead.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the amount of storage consumed in the three republishing examples. We break the storage down in three categories: source data, republished data, and provenance overhead. We show the data on two separate graphs because the storage cost of digit repair is much less than that with images or TempMap.
These graphs show differences in the three stages of the application. Simple digit repair has small source and republished data, just the temperature value. Repair with image has much larger source data because it includes a digital picture of the sensor in First, we observe that copying the source works well when source data is small (digit repair and TempMap), but it becomes quite expensive when the source is large (repair with image). Uncompressed links, on the other hand, do quite well when sensor data is large (repair with image and TempMap), but the provenance overhead is quite large compared to small source and republished data (digit repair)-making storage four times more than the basic data. Finally, we observe that compressed links do quite well when the data is large. When the data is small, the storage of compression link becomes smaller that that of copying the source even for small source data. The compressed link takes the smallest storage in all three examples.
As a final point, we selected tuple-level, fine-grained provenance. While we did not implement table-level, coarse-grain provenance, the overhead of a per-table link would be nothing with large tables of data. Approximating that cost with the "no provenance" bar, we can see that the cost of tuple-level provenance is dwarfed by the cost of data in the large-data cases, but roughly doubles the cost of storage with small data (digit repair). In that case, incremental compression (explored next) is essential.
Redundancy across Predecessor Links
As we have just shown, links storage can dominate storage costs when sensor data is small. We therefore compare several compression alternatives, including independent, per-link compression and incremental compression with different levels of checkpointing. Figure 3 shows per-link storage for a series of 0 to 150 predecessor links with these cases and without compression. First, we observe that per-link compression halves storage because each link must build its own dictionary table. In this case we do not take advantage of redundancy across links. With incremental compression, we exploit compression dictionary across multiple links. For reasons described in Section 4.2, our incremental compression algorithm (LZW) is less efficient than per-link compression (gzip), so the first incremental link is less efficient. But the benefits of a shared dictionary quickly take over, making average links is the best with longer checkpoint periods. All incremental algorithms converge on different asymptotic efficiencies from only 90B/link with 100 links/checkpoint to 170B/link with 10 links/checkpoint. With less frequent checkpointing, read and write cost grows, therefore we need to balance efficiency with update speed. We selected 50 links/checkpoint as a reasonable trade-off, showing 80% savings in space which is slightly less than 100 links/checkpoint (83%).
Conclusion and Future Work
As data from sensornets are increasingly shared over the Internet, we expect that sensornet republishing will become an important means to share these abundant sensor data. In this paper, we showed how the principles of data provenance from scientific workflow and databases also apply to sensornets. We described our prototype system for data provenance in sensornet republishing and showed how it can assist debugging and serve as a source for sensornet search engines. Then, we evaluated our provenance system with republishing examples, showing that our link scheme with incremental compression save the storage up to 83%.
There are several areas of immediate future work, including implementation of provenance-aware data disclosure, improving user interface for provenance data and republishing APIs. Sensornet republishing APIs will make easy for users to write republishers with automated provenance management. We also plan to explore link structures among republished sensor-data to build a sensor search engine.
Data provenance already plays an important role in many scientific domains and data-oriented applications. We expect that our provenance system will also contribute to sharing and reuse in future sensor-network sharing.
